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A Trusted Leader

Covarius was formed with an objective to unlock the value 

in Treasury, enabling Treasuries operate in a rapidly 

changing corporate environment and technology 

landscape. 

We focus on delivery through a function framework: 

Transforming Treasuries, enabling technology 

opportunities for Treasuries and Corporates – and 

bridging Treasuries from sustainability to innovation. 



4 Years                   
Of market leading 

innovation

Global       
Offices in the UK, 

US and Africa

2                
Main headquarters in 

London and Austin, TX

90+%                       
Employee  

retention rate

30+                   
Employees across 

3+ countries

>40                   
Customers in over 

10 countries

Partner               
to multiple industry 

leading vendors

Millennials
Make up 80% of our 

workforce

Fast Facts



Our Vision

Helping Treasuries and the world run better and innovating 

change in the way corporates are enabled by their Treasuries.

With our unique function framework, we enable tangible value outcomes for Corporates.



Bring Everything You Are

Become everything you want.

Covarius values an entrepreneurial spirit, fostering creativity, and 

building lasting relationships with our employees and clients. We 

believe that our employee skills and relationships are central to 

keeping us competitive and enabling our unique delivery capabilities.



Great collaborative workspaces across 

three continents

The best equipment and software to 

allow our employees to enhance and 

develop valuable skills as well as to  

enable value for our customers

Opportunities to move around the world 

and grow your career holistically

New Places and Workspaces



Covarius Early Talent 
Consulting Program

• Covarius offers an early talent program in the UK and 

North America as part of the Early Talent Program

• Graduates are hired to add value to the business and can 

rotate across up to two delivery capabilities (teams) over a 

6-month period, in order to assess where graduate skills 

match our Function delivery capabilities

• Opportunities exist in our Identify, Implement, Improve 

and Solutions Functions



The Early Talent 6-Month Program

Completion of

required certifications
Demonstrate skills in a customer 

environment or project situation

Introduction

to Covarius

Enhance Treasury 

Knowledge

Develop capability 

skills
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Final evaluation

Commence 

certifications

Check-in

With Manager

Virtual &

Classroom

Learning

Day 

1

Day 

15

Day 

50

Day 

75

Day 

105

Day 

135

Day 

180

Check-in

With Manager

Are you passionate about the latest technical 

innovations, solution development for Treasury or 

curious to help our clients implement the latest 

Treasury Systems? 

Whether you are a developer, a management 

consultant, a systems specialist or a process guru, 

you can join our 6-month program:

• 6 months comprehensive training 

• “On the job” practical experience

• Regular feedback to perfect your skills

• Identifying exceptional talent to become 

tomorrow’s leaders within our capabilities


